
How to hoose seret parameters for RSAand its extensions to ellipti urvesMARC JOYE mar.joye�gemplus.omGemplus Card International, Card Seurity Group,Par d'Ativit�es de G�emenos, B.P. 100, 13881 G�emenos Cedex, FRANCEJEAN-JACQUES QUISQUATER jjq�die.ul.a.beUCL Crypto Group & Laboratoire de Miro�eletronique,D�ep. d' �Eletriit�e, Universit�e de Louvain,Plae du Levant 3, 1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, BELGIUMTSUYOSHI TAKAGI ttakagi�ntt.deNTT Information Sharing Platform Laboratories,Immermannstr. 40, 40210 Duesseldorf, GERMANYAbstrat. Reently, and ontrary to the ommon belief, Rivest and Silverman argued that theuse of strong primes is unneessary in the RSA ryptosystem. This paper analyzes how valid thisassertion is for RSA and its extensions to ellipti urves. Over ellipti urves, the analysis is morediÆult beause the underlying groups are not always yli.Previous papers suggested the use of strong primes in order to prevent fatoring attaks andyling attaks. In this paper, we only fous on yling attaks beause for both RSA and itsellipti urve-based analogues, the length and the form of the RSA-modulus n are typially thesame. Therefore, a fatoring attak will sueed with equal probability against all RSA-typeryptosystems.We also prove that yling attaks redue to �nd �xed points, and derive a fatorization algo-rithm whih (most probably) ompletely breaks RSA-type systems over ellipti urves if a �xedpoint is found.Keywords: RSA-type ryptosystems, Cyling attaks, Ellipti urves, Strong primes.1. IntrodutionThe so-alled RSA [26℄ is ertainly one of the most popular and studied ryptosys-tem. In 1985, Koblitz and Miller independently suggested the use of ellipti urvesin ryptography [9, 19℄. After this breakthrough, ellipti urve-based analogues ofRSA were proposed [10, 4℄.RSA-type systems belong to the family of publi-key ryptosystems. A publi-key ryptosystem is a pair of publi enryption funtion fK and a seret deryptionfuntion f�1K indexed by a key K and representing a permutation on a �nite setM of messages. The partiularity of suh systems is that given the enryptionfuntion fK , it is omputationally infeasible to reover f�1K . Moreover, it mightbe suitable that the enryption funtion does not let the message unhanged, i.e.given a message m 2 M, we want that fK(m) 6= m. This is known as the message-onealing problem [3℄. Simmons and Norris [29℄ exploited this feature for possiblyreovering a plaintext from the only publi information. Their attak, the so-1



alled yling attak, relies on the yle detetion of the iphertext. This was latergeneralized by Williams and Shmid [31℄ (see also [7, 1℄).There are basially two ways to ompromise the seurity of ryptosystems. The�rst one is to �nd protool failures [20℄ and the other one is to diretly attak theunderpinning rypto-algorithm. The yling attak and its generalizations fall intothe seond ategory. So, it is important to arefully analyze the signi�ane ofthis attak. For RSA, Rivest and Silverman [25℄ (see also [16℄) onluded that thehane that a yling attak will sueed is negligible, whatever the form of thepubli modulus n. For ellipti urve-based systems, the analysis is more diÆultbeause the underlying group is not always yli. We will atually give some resultsvalid for groups of any rank, but we will mainly dwell on the seurity of KMOVand Demytko's system.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we review KMOV and Demytko'ssystem. We extend the message-onealing problem to ellipti urves in Setion 3.Then, we show how this enables to mount a yling attak on KMOV and De-mytko's system in Setion 4. We explain how the seret fators an be reoveredthanks to the yling attak in Setion 5. Finally, in Setion 6, we give some on-luding remarks in order to help the programmer to implement \seure" RSA-typeryptosystems.2. Ellipti urvesLet n = pq be the produt of two large primes p and q, and let two integers a; bsuh that gd(4a3 +27b2; n) = 1. An ellipti urve En(a; b) over the ring Zn is theset of points (x; y) 2 Zn�Zn satisfying the Weierstra� equationEn(a; b) : y2 = x3 + ax+ b; (1)together with a single element On alled the point at in�nity.Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve de�ned over the prime �eld Fp . It is well knownthat the hord-and-tangent rule [17, x 2.2℄ makes Ep(a; b) into an Abelian group.Algebraially, we have:(i) Op is the identity element, i.e. 8P 2 Ep(a; b), P+Op = P.(ii) The inverse of P = (x1; y1) is �P = (x1;�y1).(iii) Let P = (x1; y1) and Q = (x2; y2) 2 Ep(a; b) with P 6= �Q.Then P+Q = (x3; y3) wherex3 = �2 � x1 � x2 and y3 = �(x1 � x3)� y1; (2)with � = ( 3x21+a2y1 if x1 = x2;y1�y2x1�x2 otherwise. 2



The points of En(a; b) unfortunately do not form an Abelian group. But writingeEn(a; b) for the group given by the diret produt eEn(a; b) = Ep(a; b)�Eq(a; b) andsine En(a; b) � eEn(a; b), we an \add" points of En(a; b) by the hord-and-tangentrule. For large p and q, the resulting point will be a point of En(a; b) with highprobability [10℄.It is useful to introdue some notations. Let P = (p1; p2) 2 En(a; b). Whenever itis de�ned, [k℄P will denote P+P+ � � �+P (k times) on En(a; b). The x-oordinateof P will be denoted by x(P). Moreover, sine p2 (the y-oordinate of P) is notrequired to ompute the x-oordinate of [k℄P, we will write [k℄x p1 for x([k℄P).We an now de�ne an analogue of RSA. The publi enryption key e is hosenrelatively prime toNn = lm(#Ep(a; b);#Eq(a; b)); (3)and the seret deryption key d is hosen aording to ed � 1 (mod Nn). Toenrypt a point P 2 En(a; b), one omputes the iphertext Q = [e℄P. Then, theauthorized reeiver reovers P by omputing P = [d℄Q with his seret key d.The only problem is to imbed messages as points on a given ellipti urve withoutthe knowledge of the seret fators p and q. A �rst solution was proposed byKoyama, Maurer, Okamoto and Vanstone [10℄. Another one was later proposed byDemytko [4℄.2.1. KMOVKMOV ryptosystem uses a family of supersingular ellipti urves of the formEn(0; b) : y2 = x3 + b: (4)The main property of this system is that if p and q are both ongruent to 2 mod 3,then Nn = lm(p+1; q+1) whatever the value of parameter b. Therefore, to enrypta message M = (m1;m2), b is hosen aording tob = m22 �m31 mod n; (5)and the iphertext is given by C = [e℄M over the urve En(0; b). The plaintext isthen reovered by M = [d℄C.Another possibility is to work with ellipti urves of the form En(a; 0) with pand q both ongruent to 3 mod 4. The �rst system based on En(0; b) with p; q � 2(mod 3) will be referred as Type 1 sheme, and the seond one based on En(a; 0)with p; q � 3 (mod 4) as Type 2 sheme. Later, both systems were extended byKuwakado and Koyama to form-free primes [12℄.2.2. Demytko's systemDemytko's system uses �xed parameters a and b. It has the partiularity to onlymake use of the x-oordinate of points of ellipti urves. It relies on the fat that3



if a number x is not the x-oordinate of a point on an ellipti urve Ep(a; b), thenit will be the x-oordinate of a point of the twisted urve Ep(a; b) de�ned as the setof points (x; y) satisfyingEp(a; b) : y2 = x3 + ax+ b (6)where y = upv and v is a �xed quadrati non-residue modulo p, together with thepoint at in�nity. So, Nn is given byNn = lm(Ep(a; b); Ep(a; b); Eq(a; b); Eq(a; b)): (7)A messagem is enrypted as  = [e℄xm. Then, m is reovered from the iphertext by m = [d℄x .For eÆieny purposes, the original sheme (see [4℄) was presented with message-dependent deryption keys. The length of the deryption key is divided by a fatorof 2, on average. However, in the sequel, we will use the message-independentdesription beause this simpli�es the analysis, and beause we are not onernedwith eÆieny issues.3. Conealing-message problemIn [3℄, Blakley and Borosh showed that there are always at least 9 messages that areunonealable (i.e. the iphertext of a message is exatly the same as the leartext)for any RSA ryptosystem. Though this problem is well-known for RSA, nothingappears in the literature about its ellipti urve-based analogues. Sine unonealedmessages must be avoided, e�etive riteria are needed for evaluating the onealingpower of these latter systems.Before analyzing the number of unonealed messages for ellipti urve-basedsystems, we will �rst give some general group-theoreti results.Lemma 1 Let G be an Abelian (multipliatively written) �nite group of order #G.Consider the map �k : G ! G; x 7! xk. Then �k permutes the elements of G ifand only if gd(k;#G) = 1.Theorem 1 Let G be an Abelian (multipliatively written) �nite group of rank rwhose generators are g1; g2; : : : ; gr. If �k : G ! G; x 7! xk permutes the elementsof G, then �k has exatlyFix(G; k) = rYi=1 gd(k � 1;#hgii) (8)�xed points.Proof: Write G = fgx11 gx22 � � � gxrr j 0 � xi < #hgii; i = 1; : : : ; rg. So,�k(x) = x () g(k�1)x11 g(k�1)x22 � � � g(k�1)xrr = 1() (k � 1)xi � 0 (mod #hgii) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; r:4



Eah equation has gd(k�1;#hgii) solutions. There are thusQri=1 gd(k�1;#hgii)�xed points by the permutation map �k.Let p and q be distint primes and let n = pq. By unonealed message onRSA, we mean a message m 2 Zn so that me � m (mod n) for a �xed integer esatisfying 1 < e < �(n) and gd(e; �(n)) = 1.1 This latter ondition ensures thatthe exponentiation by e is a permutation map, or equivalently that RSA enryptionis a permutation of Zn.Corollary 1 Let n = pq be the RSA-modulus and let e be the RSA-enryptionkey. Then, the number of unonealed messages for RSA is given byFix(Zn; e) = (gd(e� 1; p� 1) + 1) (gd(e� 1; q � 1) + 1): (9)Proof: Sine Zp = F�p [ f0g and sine 0 is always solution to xe � x (mod p),Theorem 1 tells that there are (gd(e� 1; p� 1) + 1) �xed points in Zp. Moreover,sine Zn = Zp�Zq by Chinese remaindering, the proof is omplete.Note that sine p, q and e are odd integers, there are at least 9 unonealedmessages for the original RSA system. If we exlude to enrypt 0 and �1 (that arealways unonealable messages), there are at least 6 unonealed messages.An ellipti urve Ep(a; b) over the prime �eld Fp is an Abelian group of rank 1or 2 and of type (n1; n2) [17, Theorem 2.12℄. Therefore, we an write Ep(a; b) �=Zn1 �Zn2 with n2 j n1 and n2 j p� 1. If we all x-�xed point a point P 2 Ep(a; b)suh that, when given an integer k, x([k℄P) = x(P), then Theorem 1 beomes:Theorem 2 Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve over the prime �eld Fp . If�k : Ep(a; b)! Ep(a; b);P 7! [k℄Ppermutes Ep(a; b) �= Zn1 �Zn2, then �k has exatlyFix(Ep(a; b); k) = gd(k � 1; n1) gd(k � 1; n2) (10)�xed points. Furthermore, �k has exatlyFixx(Ep(a; b); k) = gd(k � 1; n1) gd(k � 1; n2)+gd(k + 1; n1) gd(k + 1; n2)� �2 � 1 (11)x-�xed points, where �2 is the number of points of order 2.Proof: The �rst part follows immediately from Theorem 1.Let P 2 Ep(a; b). P is a x-�xed point if and only if [k℄P = P or [k℄P = �P. Ifwe let Ep(a; b) = �P = [u℄R+ [v℄S j 0 � u < n1 and 0 � v < n2	, we havex(�k(P)) = x(P) () [(k � 1)u℄R+ [(k � 1)v℄S = Op() � (k � 1)u � 0 (mod n1)(k � 1)v � 0 (mod n2) :5



Sine Op and points of order 2 are ounted twie, we obtain Eq. (11). Indeed,[k � 1℄P = [k + 1℄P if and only if [2℄P = Op.KMOV Type 1 sheme is based on ellipti urves of the form Ep(a; b) with a = 0and p � 2 (mod 3). The underlying group is isomorphi to the yli group Zp+1.Type 2 sheme uses urves of the form Ep(a; b) where b = 0 and p � 3 (mod 4). Inthat ase, the underlying group is also isomorphi to Zp+1 if a is a quadrati residuemodulo p; and it is isomorphi to Zp+12 �Z2 otherwise. From Eq. (10), for an oddk � 3, we see that, for a given KMOV ellipti urve Ep(a; b), there are at least 2�xed points if Ep(a; b) is yli and at least 4 �xed points otherwise. These pointsorrespond to the point at in�nity together with the points of order 2. Noting thatthe enryption key e is always odd for KMOV, and sine the point at in�nity is notused to represent messages, there are at least 1, 3 or 9 unonealed messages on agiven KMOV ellipti urve En(a; b). Consequently, the probability that a randommessage is unonealed an be at least 1=n. This has to be ompared with 6=n forthe original RSA.Demytko's enryption works in a group of the form G(i)p � G(j)q (1 � i; j � 2),where G(1)p = Ep(a; b), G(2)p = Ep(a; b), G(1)q = Eq(a; b) and G(2)q = Eq(a; b).Writing G(i)p �= Zn(i)1;p �Zn(i)2;p, we de�nex-Fix(G(i)p ; e) = gd(e�1;n(i)1;p) gd(e�1;n(i)2;p)+gd(e+1;n(i)1;p) gd(e+1;n(i)2;p)2 ; (12)and similarly for G(j)q . Demytko's system only makes use of the x-oordinate. So,sine the point at in�nity is never used for enryption, Theorem 2 indiates thatthere areP1�i;j�2(x-Fix(G(i)p ; e)�1)(x-Fix(G(j)q ; e)�1) unonealed messages.2 Thisnumber may be equal to 0, and we annot give general information on the minimalnumber of unonealed messages in Demytko's system.For eÆieny purposes, the publi enryption key e is usually relatively small(for example, e = 3 or e = 216 + 1 are ommon hoies). In all systems, thenumber of unonealed messages depends on expressions of the form �gd(e �1;#Gp) gd(e � 1;#Gq)�. Therefore, the maximal number of unonealed mes-sages is mainly bounded by (e� 1)2. So, if the enryption key is equal to 216 + 1,then the probability that a message is unonealed is at most � 10�144 for a 512-bit RSA-modulus and � 10�299 for a 1024-bit RSA-modulus. Even if the numberof unonealed messages is small, we will see in the next setion how this an beturned into an ative attak.4. Cyling attak4.1. Previous results on RSALet  = me mod n be the iphertext orresponding to message m, where (e; n) isthe publi key. If we �nd an integer k that satis�es the equation6



ek �  (mod n); (13)then we an obviously reover the plaintext m by omputing m = ek�1 mod n.Note that we do not have to fator the publi modulus n, so this might be a seriousfailure for the RSA ryptosystem. This attak, �rstly proposed by Simmons andNorris [29℄, was later extended by Williams and Shmid [31℄ (see also [7℄) in thefollowing way. Let P(t) be a polynomial. They showed that if the iphertext  hasa period suh thatP(g) � 1 (mod n) (14)for some integer g, then the plaintext m an be reovered.4.2. Generalizing the yling attakWe an generalize the results of the previous paragraph to any Abelian �nitegroup G.Theorem 3 Let G be an Abelian (multipliatively written) �nite group. Let amessage m 2 G and let  = me be the orresponding iphertext, where gd(e;#G) =1.3 If we �nd an integer P suh that P = 1 in G, then the plaintext m an bereovered by omputingm = Q; (15)where Q satis�es eQ � 1 (mod P 0) and P 0 = P= gd(e; P ).Proof: Let t = ordG(m), i.e. t is the smallest integer suh that mt = 1 inG. By Lagrange's Theorem, t j #G and sine gd(e;#G) = 1, it follows thatgd(e; t) = 1. So, P = meP = 1 implies that t j eP and thus t j P . Therefore,9� 2 Z suh that P = �t and we have mP=� = 1. Moreover, gd(e; t) = 1 yieldsgd(e; P ) = gd(e; �t) = gd(e; �) j �. Hene, letting P 0 = P= gd(e; P ), we obtainmP 0 = 1. Sine eQ � 1 (mod P 0), we an write eQ = ÆP 0 + 1 for some integer Æ,and Q = meQ = mÆP 0m = m:We all this theorem the generalized yling attak. This theorem indiates thatKMOV and Demytko's system are also suseptible to the yling attak.Deteting the integer P is equivalent to the problem of �nding a polynomial P(t)and an integer t = g with P = P(g). Moreover, the relation P(g) = 1 is equivalentto P(g) � 0 (mod ordG()): (16)If #G =Qri=1 pfii denotes the prime deomposition of group order #G and sineordG() divides #G, Eq. (16) an be redued toP(g) � 0 (mod pfii ); (17)7



for all primes pi dividing ordG().Here, we must hek that these relations hold by piking up a random polynomialP(t) and a random integer t = g. This means that the yling attak depends onthe distribution of suh polynomial and of the order of iphertext .Roughly speaking, if the order of G is smooth, we an expet that there aremany elements  2 G with small order. So, primes pi in Eq. (17) will be small,and polynomial P will be more easily found. Consequently, it might be desirableto impose that #G ontains at least one large prime in order to make harder theyling attak. We will now analyze in more details this assumption for elliptiurve-based systems.4.3. Appliation to ellipti urve systemsAs previously mentioned, an ellipti urve Ep(a; b; ) over the prime �eld Fp is notneessarily yli, but isomorphi to Zn1�Zn2 with n2 j n1 and n2 j p�1. Therefore,for analyzing the yling attak over ellipti urves, we have to estimate the numberof points in Ep(a; b) of a given order. If n2 = 1 (i.e. Ep(a; b) is a yli group), thenthe number of elements of order d is given by the Euler's totient funtion, namely�(d). For the general ase, we have:Proposition 1 Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve over the prime �eld Fp . If wewrite Ep(a; b) �= Zn1 �Zn2 with n2 j n1, then the number of elements of order d isequal toF (d) = �(d) gd(d; n2) Ypi2
d;n2(pi + 1pi ); (18)where 
d;n2 is the set of primes pi j n2 suh that varpi(d) � varpi(n2), and varpi(n)is the power of pi whih appears in the prime deomposition of n.Furthermore, given the prime fatorization of gd(#Ep(a; b); p � 1), F (d) an beomputed in probabilisti polynomial time.Note that if 
d;n2 = ;, then we take Qpi2
d;n2 (pi+1pi ) = 1.Proof: The �rst part of the proposition is proved in Appendix A. The seondpart follows from Miller's probabilisti polynomial time algorithm for �nding n1and n2 (see [17, x5.4℄).We an now derive a lower bound on the number of elements whose order isdivisible by a large prime fator of the order of Ep(a; b).Proposition 2 Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve over the prime �eld Fp . Supposethat #Ep(a; b) is exatly divisible by a prime fator lp. If Fdiv(lp) denotes thenumber of elements of order divisible by lp, thenFdiv(lp) = �(lp) #Ep(a; b)lp : (19)8



Proof: See Appendix B.This proposition indiates that if we randomly pik up an element in Ep(a; b), ithas order divisible by lp with probability �(lp)=lp = 1� 1=lp. When lp is large, thisprobability is non-negligible (i.e. really \nearly 1").RSA-type ryptosystems over ellipti urves are onstruted on groups of the formEn(a; b), whih an be onsidered as Ep(a; b) � Eq(a; b) by Chinese remaindering.In the sequel, we will suppose that #Ep(a; b) (resp. #Eq(a; b)) ontains a largeprime fator lp (resp. lq). With high probability, a random point Pp 2 Ep(a; b)(resp. Pq 2 Eq(a; b)) will have order divisible by lp (resp. lq). Therefore a randompoint P on En(a; b) (represented by P = [Pp;Pq ℄ by Chinese remaindering) willhave order divisible by lp and lq with high probability.As we disussed in Paragraph 4.2, the yling attak is redued to �nd a polyno-mial P and an integer g with P(g) = 1 for some iphertext . For ellipti urves,this attak beomes \Find a polynomial P and an integer g so that [P(g)℄C = Onfor some iphertext C 2 En(a; b)". Equivalently, this an be formulated by an ex-pression of the form of Eq. (17). Sine the order of iphertext C is supposed to bedivisible by lp and lq with high probability, we must have P(g) � 0 (mod lp) andP(g) � 0 (mod lq) to mount a suessful yling attak. Williams and Shmid [31℄estimated that these relations are rarely ful�lled exept when P(t) = t � 1 andt = ek for some k. So, we have thus to take are whether or notek � 1 (mod lp); (20)and similarly for prime q. Letting ordlp(e) for the smallest integer satisfyingEq. (20), k must be a multiple of ordlp(e). Consequently, the yling attak will beuseless if ordlp(e) is large.Note 1 In his fast generation algorithm of seure keys, Maurer [15℄ suggested to verifythat e(lp�1)=rip 6� 1 (mod lp) for i = 1; : : : ; s, where lp � 1 = Qsi=1 ri�ip is the primedeomposition of lp�1. This riteria implies that ordlp(e) must be large and the ylingattak is not appliable. Another method is to impose that lp�1 ontains a large primefator rp. The probability that ordlp(e) is divisible by rp will be then 1� 1=rp.Proof: Let lp � 1 = rpQti=1 peii (with gd(rp; pi) = 1) be the prime deomposi-tion of lp � 1. The number of elements in Z�lp whose order divisible by rp is given byPdj lp�1rp �(rpd) = �(rp)Pdj lp�1rp �(d) = �(rp) lp�1rp = (1� 1=rp)#Z�lp.This is known as the strong primes riteria.Through this setion, we have proven some onditions to prelude yling attaks.Putting all together, we have:Theorem 4 The yling attak does not apply against KMOV if the seret primep has the following properties: (i) p+1 has a large prime fator lp, and (ii) ordlp(e)is large; and similarly for prime q. 9



Theorem 5 The yling attak does not apply against Demytko's system if theellipti urves over Fp have the following properties: (i) #Ep(a; b) has a large primefator lp and #Ep(a; b) has a large prime fator l0p, and (ii) ordlp(e) and ordl0p (e)are large; and similarly for prime q.5. Fatoring the RSA-modulus5.1. Relation between unonealed message and yling attakFor a given iphertext C 2 En(a; b), the yling attak detets an integer k satis-fying [ek℄C = C. This is equivalent to the message-onealing problem where themessage is now a iphertext instead of a leartext. If Ep(a; b) �= Zn1;p�Zn2;p withn2;p j n1;p and if Eq(a; b) �= Zn1;q�Zn2;q with n2;q j n1;q, from Theorem 2, we knowthat there areFix(En(a; b); ek) = gd(ek � 1; n1;p) gd(ek � 1; n2;p)�gd(ek � 1; n1;q) gd(ek � 1; n2;q) (21)unhanged iphertexts C via enryption by ek. Moreover, by Eq. (20), [ek℄C = Cyields lp j ek � 1 for some (large) prime lp dividing #Ep(a; b) = n1;pn2;p, andsimilarly for prime q. So the number of unhanged iphertexts C is larger thanlplq .Suppose that primes p and q were hosen so that both #Ep(a; b) and #Eq(a; b)ontain a large prime fator lp and lq, respetively. Then, there may be manyiphertexts C suh that [ek℄C = C, and the orresponding leartexts an be re-overed. This means that a yling attak is really e�etive when appliable. Toprevent this attak, the designer has also to verify that ordlp(e) (resp. ordlq (e)) islarge (see Theorems 4 and 5).5.2. Fatoring by means of �xed pointsIn Setion 4, we explained how the yling attak an reover a plaintext. Here, wewill show that the knowledge of a unhanged iphertext enables still more, i.e. toompletely break the system by fatoring the RSA-modulus n = pq.This an be illustrated by the ellipti urve fatoring method (ECM) [13℄ intro-dued by Lenstra. It an basially be desribed as follows. Suppose that n is theprodut of two primes p and q. Consider an ellipti urve En(a; b) over the ring Zn.Assume that #Ep(a; b) or #Eq(a; b) is B-smooth. Then de�ne r = lm(1; 2; : : : ; B)and hoose a random P 2 En(a; b)|note that [r℄P = On 2 En(a; b). Then om-pute [r℄P in En(a; b) (and not in Ep(a; b)�Eq(a; b) beause p and q are unknown).As mentioned in Setion 2, some points are not \realizable" beause En(a; b) isnot a group. During the omputation of [r℄P, at step i, three situations an o-ur: (i) [ri℄P = Op (mod p) and [ri℄P 6= Oq (mod q), (ii) [ri℄P 6= Op (mod p)and [ri℄P = Oq (mod q), or (iii) [ri℄P = Op (mod p) and [ri℄P = Oq (mod q).In ases (i) and (ii), the denominator of � in the hord-and-tangent formulas (see10



Eq. (2)) will have a non-trivial fator with n. So n is fatored. In ase (iii), [r℄Pis orretly omputed, we obtain [r℄P = On. No fator of n is found and we thenre-iterate the proess with another point P or with other parameters a and b.Let ordp(P) and ordq(P) be the order of point P in Ep(a; b) and Eq(a; b), re-spetively. Let � be a prime. We an write ordp(P) = �fpsp with fp � 0 andgd(�; sp) = 1, and ordq(P) = �fqsq with fq � 0 and gd(�; sq) = 1. Hene,if we know an integer r of the form r = lm(�fpsp; �fqsq)�f s with f � 0 andgd(�; s) = 1, we must have [r℄P = On in En(a; b). If fp 6= fq, or without lossof generality fp < fq, then we de�ne r0 = r�f+fq�fp . So, we have ordp(P) j r0 andordq(P) - r0, or equivalently[r0℄P = Op (mod p) and [r0℄P 6= Oq (mod q) (22)and we �nd a non-trivial fator of n similarly as in ECM.The message-onealing problem or the yling attak is due to the presene of�xed points P 2 En(a; b) suh that [r℄P = P. We have r = e and P = M formessage-onealing problem, and r = ek and P = C for the yling attak. Theknowledge of a �xed point P gives [r � 1℄P = On. We are then in the onditionsof ECM and the RSA-modulus an be fatored with some probability as follows.[Step 1℄ Let i 0. Choose a prime power fator � of r � 1, i.e. �t j (r � 1)[Step 2i℄ Put r0  (r � 1)=�i.[Step 3℄ Compute [r0℄P in En(a; b).If an error ours (i.e. Eq. (22) is satis�ed4), then n is fatored. Otherwise,if i < t then i i+ 1 and go to Step 2i; if i = t then go to Step 1.The next theorem says more about the probability of fatoring the RSA-modulusn using one iteration of this method.Theorem 6 Consider KMOV or Demytko's system. Let Ep(a; b) �= Z�FpSp �Z�ApBp with �ApBp j �FpSp and Eq(a; b) �= Z�FqSq � Z�AqBq with �AqBq j �FqSq,and � is prime. Let � denotes the probability that Fp+Fq � 2max(Ap; Aq). If weknow a �xed point P 6= On suh that [r � 1℄P = On and if r � 1 is divisible by �,then we an fator the RSA-modulus n = pq with probability at least � 2(�2�1)�2(�2+1) .Proof: See in Appendix C.Assume for example that � = 0:5 and that we know a pointP suh that [r�1℄P =On. If 2 j (r � 1) (whih is the most probable ase), then our algorithm will �ndthe seret fators of n with probability at least 15%. Otherwise, we re-iterate thealgorithm with another prime fator � of r � 1.5.3. Remark on eÆienyReonsider the yling attak [ek℄C = C (mod n). From Eq. (20), k must be amultiple of both ordlp(e) and ordlq (e) to apply the attak. However, what we ulti-mately need to fator the modulus n is to �nd an integer r0 suh that, for example,11



[r0℄C = Op (mod p) and [r0℄C 6= Oq (mod q) (see Eq. (22)); or equivalently, suhthat [r0+1℄C = C (mod p) and [r0+1℄C 6= C (mod q). This means that a ylingattak just modulo p (or modulo q) rather than modulo both primes simultane-ously enables to fator n. Therefore, k needs to be just a multiple of ordlp(e) or ofordlq (e), not of both of them. This results in a higher probability of suess.6. Conluding remarksIn Setion 4, we proved that if the onditions of Theorems 4 and 5 are ful�lled,then yling attaks are useless for ellipti urve-based RSA systems. This is theellipti version of the well-known strong primes riteria. For RSA, Rivest andSilverman [25℄ laimed that this riteria is not required. They said:\Strong primes o�er little protetion beyond that o�ered by random primes."We will now analyze more aurately how valid this assertion is, and if it remainsvalid for ellipti urve-based systems. The analogue of Theorems 4 and 5 for originalRSA is:Theorem 7 Let n = pq be the RSA modulus and let e be the publi enryptionexponent. The yling attak does not apply against RSA if the seret prime p hasthe following properties: (i) p� 1 has a large prime fator lp, and (ii) lp � 1 has alarge prime fator rp (f Note 1); and similarly for prime q.A prime p satisfying onditions (i) and (ii) of the previous theorem is said to bea strong prime. Some authors also reommend that (iii) p + 1 has a large primefator. Condition (iii) is required in order to protet against the p + 1 fatoringalgorithm [30℄.In their paper, Rivest and Silverman only onsider the primes p and q. They didnot take into aount the seond ondition of Theorem 7.5 Our analysis is basedon a previous work of Knuth and Trabb-Pardo [11℄ (see also [22, pp. 161{163℄),whom rigorously alulated the distribution of the largest, seond largest, . . . primefators of random numbers. Also, they have tabulated:Table 1. Proportion �(�) of (large) numbers N whose largest prime fator is � N1=�.� 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0�(�) 0.594535 0.306853 0.130320 0.048608 0.004911 0.000355 2�10-5 3�10-8We an now more preisely quantify what \large" means in Theorem 7 in orderto prevent yling attaks. A yling attak remains to �nd an integer k suh thatek �  (mod n) for some iphertext , where e is the publi enryption key andn = pq is the RSA-modulus. From k, the plaintext m orresponding to  is thengiven bym = ek�1 mod n. However, we notied in x5.3 that it just suÆes to mounta yling attak modulo p (instead of modulo n) to fator the RSA-modulus. ForRSA, the seret prime fators are reovered as follows. Suppose that there exists12



an integer k suh that ek �  (mod p) and ek 6�  (mod q), then gd(ek � ; n)will give p; and hene q = n=p. Knowing p and q, the seret key d is omputed asd = e�1 mod lm(p� 1; q � 1) and the plaintext m is then given by m = d mod n.From Eqs (17) and (20), if lp denotes the largest prime fator of p� 1, k must be(with probability 1�1=lp)6 a multiple of ordlp(e) to apply the yling attak modulop; we thus have k � ordlp(e) with probability at least 1 � 1=lp. From Knuth andTrabb-Pardo's results, we an derive how does a typial integer k look. We note thatan average ase analysis makes a sense sine the distribution of the largest primefator, the seond largest prime fator, . . . is monotone. The average size of lp is(p�1)0:624 � p0:624 [11℄; and similarly, the average size of the largest prime fator rpof lp�1 is (lp�1)0:624 � p0:389. (Note that we suppose that lp�1 and p�1 behavelike random numbers. This assumption was on�rmed by experimental results usingthe LiDIA pakage [14℄: over 1 000 000 random 100-bit primes lp, 423 were suh thatlp � 1 was a 20-bit smooth number, that is, a proportion of 0:000423 � 10�3:37.This has to be ompared with �(5:0) � 10�3:45.) The average size of the seondlargest prime fator r0p of lp�1 is (lp�1)0:210 � p0:131 [11℄. Hene, sine rpr0p dividesordlp(e) with probability (1� 1=rp)(1� 1=r0p) � 1� 1=p0:131 (see Note 1), we havek � rpr0p with probability at least (1 � 1=lp)(1 � 1=p0:131) � 1 � 1=p0:131. For a512-bit RSA modulus n = pq, this probability is already greater than 1 � 10�10;and is greater than 1� 10�20 for a 1024-bit modulus. In summary, we have:Table 2. Lower bound K on a typial value for ksuh that ek �  (mod p) for a t-bit RSA modulusn = pq.t 512 bits 768 bits 1024 bitsLower bound K 1040 1060 1080Albeit very high, the estimation of the bound K (see Table 2) is quite pessimisti;in pratie, k will be muh larger than K and a yling attak (modulo p) willhave thus fewer hanes to be e�etive. Indeed, if we take into aount the thirdlargest prime r00p of lp, we have k � rpr0pr00p with probability at least � 1� 1=r00p ; forexample, for a 1024-bit RSA modulus, we have k � 1088 with probability at least1 � 10�8. More importantly, we only take into aount the largest prime fatorlp of p � 1. Let l0p be the seond largest prime fator of p � 1, its average size is(p � 1)0:210 � p0:210. The iphertext  has its order divisible lpl0p with probabilityat least (1 � 1=lp)(1 � 1=l0p) � 1 � 1=p0:210. Therefore, from Eq. (17) (see alsoEq. (20)), k is very likely (i.e., with probability (1� 1=lp)(1� 1=l0p) � 1� 1=p0:210)a multiple of lm(ordlp(e); ordl0p(e)). The largest prime fator sp of l0p � 1 has anaverage size of (l0p � 1)0:624 � p0:131. So, we have k � rpr0psp with a probability ofat least (1�1=p0:210)(1�1=p0:131)2 � 1�2=p0:131; for example, for a 1024-bit RSAmodulus, we have k � 10100 with probability at least 1� 2 � 10�40.Consequently, k is expeted to be very large, and a yling attak will thus havevery little hane to be suessful.Hasse's Theorem [27, Theorem 1.1℄ indiates that #Ep(a; b) 2 [p+ 1� 2pp; p+1 + 2pp℄, and we an thus onsider that #Ep(a; b) = O(p) and p have the same13



bit-size. Therefore, from Theorems 4 and 5, the previous disussion still appliesto ellipti urve-based ryptosystems and the onlusion of Rivest and Silvermanremains valid, i.e. the use of strong primes o�ers (quasi) no additional seurityagainst yling attaks.However, as remarked by Pinh [21℄, a user might intentionally hoose a \weak"RSA-modulus. Suppose that a user hooses his publi RSA-modulus n = pq sothat a yling attak is possible. In that ase, this user an repudiate a doumentby asserting that an intruder has disovered by hane (the probability of a y-ling attak is negligible) the weakness. If the use of strong primes is imposed instandards [8℄, suh arguments annot be used for ontesting douments in ourt.Throughout this paper, we assumed that the RSA-modulus n is the produt oftwo primes: p and q. However, RSA-moduli are not restrited to this form. Onean imagine to hoose an RSA-modulus whih is the produt of three or more primefators. Sine a yling attak modulo one fator of the RSA-modulus enables toreover this fator (see x5.3), our methodology readily extends to any RSA-modulus,whatever the number of its prime fators.In onlusion, from a mathematial point of view, strong primes are not needed,but they may be useful for other purposes (e.g., legal issues). On the other hand,sine the generation of strong primes is only just a little bit more time onsuming,there is no reason to not use them.AknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Jean-Mar Couveignes for providing useful omments on a pre-vious version of this work. We also thank Markus Maurer for teahing us how touse LiDIA.Notes1. �(n) is the Euler's totient funtion and denotes the number of positive integers not greaterthan and relatively prime to n.2. Note that this expression slightly di�ers from Eq. (11). This is beause Eq. (11) ounts thenumber of x-�xed points; here we have to ount the number of x-oordinates that are unhangedby Demytko's enryption.3. This ondition is equivalent to �e(x) = xe in G is a permutation map (see Lemma 1).4. Or if [r0℄P 6= Op (mod p) and [r0℄P = Oq (mod q) is satis�ed.5. See [25℄ on p. 17: \Suppose r does not divide ord(e) mod �(N)". Note also the typo, N shouldbe replaed by �(N).6. This is the probability that lp divides ordZ�p() (see Note 1).Referenes1. S. Berkovits. Fatoring via superenryption. Cryptologia, 6(3):229{237, 1982.2. B. Blakley and G.R. Blakley. Seurity of number theoreti ryptosystems against randomattak, I, II, III. Cryptologia, 2(4):305{312, 1978, 3(1):29{42, 1979, 3(2):105{118, 1979.14
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30. H.C. Williams. A p+ 1 method of fatoring. Math. of Comp., 39(159):225{234, July 1982.31. H.C. Williams and B. Shmid. Some remarks onerning the M.I.T. publi-key ryptosystem.BIT, 19:525{538, 1979.Appendix AProof of Proposition 1Lemma 2 Let Gp = Zp� � Zp�, where p is a prime and �; � are integers with� � �. If F (pf ) denotes the number of elements with order pf in Gp, thenF (pf ) = �(pf ) gd(pf ; p�)�; (A.1)where � = (p+ 1)=p if f � � and � = 1 otherwise.Proof: Sine Gp = Zp��Zp�, we will represent the elements in Gp as (a; b) witha 2 Zp� and b 2 Zp�. Moreover, in the sequel, ai (resp. bi) will denote an elementof order pi in Zp� (resp. Zp�).(i) Suppose f > �. Then elements of order pf are of the form (af ; b) for anyb 2 Zp�. Sine there are �(pf ) elements of order pf in Zp� and sine there are p�elements in Zp�, we have F (pf ) = �(pf ) p� and Eq. (A.1) is satis�ed.(ii) Suppose f = �. Then elements of order pf are either of the form (af ; b) forany b 2 Zp� or (ai; bf ) for i = 0; : : : ; f � 1. So, we obtainF (pf ) = �(pf )p� + f�1Xi=0 �(pi)�(pf ) = �(pf ) (p� + pf�1) = �(pf ) p��:(iii) Suppose that f < �. Then elements of order pf are of the form (af ; bf ) or(af ; bi) for 0 � i � f � 1 or (ai; bf ) for 0 � i � f � 1. Therefore,F (pf ) = �(pf )�(pf ) + f�1Xi=0 �(pf )�(pi) + f�1Xi=0 �(pi)�(pf )= �(pf )2 + 2�(pf )pf�1= �(pf )��(pf ) + 2pf�1� = �(pf ) pf�1(p+ 1) = �(pf ) pf�;whih onludes the proof.Proposition 1 Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve over the prime �eld Fp . If wewrite Ep(a; b) �= Zn1 �Zn2 with n2 j n1, then the number of elements of order d isequal toF (d) = �(d) gd(d; n2) Ypi2
d;n2�pi + 1pi �; (A.2)16



where 
d;n2 is the set of primes pi j n2 suh that varpi(d) � varpi(n2), and varpi(n)is the power of pi whih appears in the prime deomposition n.Note that if 
d;n2 = ;, then we take Qpi2
d;n2 (pi+1pi ) = 1.Proof: Sine n2 j n1, we an write n1 = Qri=1 p�ii (�i � 1) and n2 = Qri=1 p�ii(�i � 0). By Chinese remaindering, Ep(a; b) is isomorphi to a produt of pi-primary groups of the form Zp�ii � Zp�ii . Consider the group Gpi = Zp�ii � Zp�ii .By Lemma 2, the number of elements of order pfii in Gpi is equal to�(pfii ) gd(pfii ; p�ii )�i:Consequently, if d =Qri=1 pfii , there areF (d) = rYi=1 �(pfii ) gd(pfii ; p�ii )�i = �(d) gd(d; n2) rYi=1�i= �(d) gd(d; n2) Ypi2
d;n2�pi + 1pi �elements of order d in Ep(a; b).Appendix BProof of Proposition 2Lemma 3 For any n2 j n, we haveXdjn �(d) gd(d; n2) Qpi2
d;n2(pi+1pi ) = nn2: (B.1)Proof: Let the prime deompositions n = Qri=1 p�ii (�i � 1) and n2 = Qri=1 p�ii(�i � 0). Sine d j n, we an write d = Qri=1 pjii with 0 � ji � �i. We de�nesymbol Æji = 1 if 1 � ji � �i, and Æji = 0 if ji = 0 or �i < ji � �i. So, we anwrite Ypi2
d;n2�pi + 1pi � = rYi=1�pi + 1pi �Æji ;wheneXdjn �(d) gd(d; n2) Qpi2
d;n2(pi+1pi )= �1Xj1=0 �2Xj2=0 � � � �rXjr=0�� rQi=1 pjii � gd� rQi=1 pjii ; rQi=1 p�ii � rQi=1(pi+1pi )Æji17



= �1Xj1=0 �2Xj2=0 � � � �rXjr=0 rYi=1�(pjii ) gd(pjii ; p�ii )�pi + 1pi �Æji= rYi=1 �iXji=0�(pjii ) gd(pjii ; p�ii )�pi + 1pi �Æji :Moreover, sine�iXji=0�(pjii ) gd(pjii ; p�ii )�pi + 1pi �Æji= 1 + �iXji=1�(pjii )pjii pi + 1pi + �iXji=�i+1�(pjii )p�ii= 1 + (pi � 1)(pi + 1) �iXji=1 p2(ji�1)i + p�ii 24 �iXji=0�(pjii )� �iXji=0�(pjii )35= 1 + (p2�ii � 1) + p�ii (p�ii � p�ii ) = p�ii p�ii ; (B.2)
we obtain Eq. (B.1).Proposition 2 Let Ep(a; b) be an ellipti urve over the prime �eld Fp . Supposethat #Ep(a; b) is exatly divisible by a prime fator lp. If Fdiv(lp) denotes thenumber of elements of order divisible by lp, thenFdiv(lp) = �(lp) #Ep(a; b)lp : (B.3)Proof: We an write Ep(a; b) �= Zn1 � Zn2 with n2 j n1. Let #Ep(a; b) =lpQri=1 peii be the prime deomposition of #Ep(a; b). Sine n2 j n1 and sinelp j #Ep(a; b) = n1n2, it follows that gd(lp; n2) = 1. From Eq. (A.2) and sine�(mn) = �(m)�(n) for any oprime integers m;n, we obtainFdiv(lp) = Xdjn1lp F (lpd) = Xdjn1lp "�(lpd) gd(lpd; n2) Qpi2
lpd;n2(pi+1pi )#= �(lp)Xdjn1lp "�(d) gd(d; n2) Qpi2
lpd;n2(pi+1pi )# :Noting that 
lpd;n2 = 
d;n2 , we �nally obtain Fdiv(lp) = �(lp) n1lp n2 by Eq. (B.1),whih onludes the proof. 18



Appendix CProof of Theorem 6Theorem 6 Consider KMOV or Demytko's system. Let Ep(a; b) �= Z�FpSp �Z�ApBp with �ApBp j �FpSp and Eq(a; b) �= Z�FqSq � Z�AqBq with �AqBq j �FqSq.Let � denotes the probability that Fp + Fq � 2max(Ap; Aq). If we know a �xedpoint P 6= On suh that [r � 1℄P = On and if r � 1 is divisible by �, then we anfator the RSA-modulus n = pq with probability at least � 2(�2�1)�2(�2+1) .Proof: Let � be a prime fator of #En(a; b). We an write ordp(P) = �fpsp withgd(�; sp) = 1 and ordq(P) = �fqsq with gd(�; sq) = 1. The probability that nwill be fatored is given by the proportion of points P for whih fp 6= fq.Using the same tehnique as in the proof of Proposition 2, we an show that thenumber of points P 2 Ep(a; b) suh that �fp j ordp(P) is given by BpSp F (p)(�fp),where F (p)(�fp) denotes the number of points P suh that ordp(P) = �f . Similarly,there are BqSqF (q)(�fq ) points P 2 Eq(a; b) suh that �fq j ordq(P). For eah pointP 2 En(a; b) (modulo p) with �fp j ordp(P), there areFqXfq=0fq 6=fpBqSqF (q)(�fq )points P 2 En(a; b) (modulo q) suh that �fq j ordq(P) and fq 6= fp. The numberN of points P 2 En(a; b) with fp 6= fq is thus equal toN = BpSpBqSq FpXfp=0F (p)(�fp) FqXfq=0fq 6=fp F (q)(�fq )= BpSpBqSq FpXfp=0F (p)(�fp) h�Fq+Aq � F (q)(�fp)i ;from Eqs (A.1) and (B.2)= BpSpBqSq8<:�Fp+Ap �Fq+Aq � FpXfp=0F (p)(�fp)F (q)(�fp)9=; :Letting Amax = max(Ap; Aq) and Amin = min(Ap; Aq), and de�ning Æ(p)fp = 1 iffp � Ap and Æ(p)fp = 0 otherwise, Æ(q)fp = 1 if fp � Aq and Æ(q)fp = 0 otherwise, weobtain from Eq. (A.1)FpXfp=0 F (p)(�fp)F (q)(�fp) 19



= FpXfp=0�(�fp )2 gd(�fp ; �Ap)�� + 1� �Æ(p)fp gd(�fp ; �Aq )�� + 1� �Æ(q)fp= 1 + AminXfp=1�(�fp )2 �2fp �� + 1� �2 + AmaxXfp=Amin+1�(�fp)2 �Amin+fp �� + 1� �+ FpXfp=Amax+1�(�fp)2 �Ap+Aq= 1 + (�2 � 1)2 AminXfp=1�4(fp�1) + (� � 1)2(� + 1)�Amin AmaxXfp=Amin+1�3(fp�1)+(� � 1)2 �Ap+Aq FpXfp=Amax+1�2(fp�1)= 1 + (�2�1)(�4Amin�1)�2+1 + (�2�1)�Amin (�3Amax��3Amin)�2+�+1+ (��1)�Ap+Aq (�2Fp��2Amax)�+1= 2�2+1 + �4Amin(�2�1)�(�2+1)(�2+�+1) + �Ap+Aq+2Amax(��1)�(�2+�+1)(�+1) + (��1)�Ap+Aq+2Fp�+1 ;noting that Amin + 3Amax = Ap + Aq + 2Amax. Let � be the probability thatFp + Fq � 2Amax. Sine Fp; Fq � 1, Fp � Ap and Fq � Aq , the proportion � ofpoints P for whih fp 6= fq is� = NBpSpBqSq�Fp+Ap+Fq+Aq = 1� PFpfp=0 F (p)(�fp)F (q)(�fp)�Fp+Ap+Fq+Aq= 1� 2�2+1 + �4Amin(�2�1)�(�2+1)(�2+�+1) + �Ap+Aq+2Amax(��1)�(�2+�+1)(�+1) + (��1)�Ap+Aq+2Fp�+1�Fp+Ap+Fq+Aq� � h1� 2(�2+1)�2 � (�2�1)�(�2+1)(�2+�+1) � (��1)�(�2+�+1)(�+1) � ��1�+1i= � �1� �4 � �2 + 2�2(�2 + 1) � = � 2(�2 � 1)�2(�2 + 1) :
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